
 

New York Historical Society Archive Response 

 
 We went to visit the NY historical society to find out about how many unique and old 
collections they have. By visiting the NY historical society, we have seen many old collections 
the librarian put it for us on the table. In this Archive response, I am going to talk about two 
things that seems interesting to me.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

The 
first thing that grab my attention was the “Real estate record and builders' guide. “It was pretty 
thick guide, with all the real estate and builders names which helped back then to build railroads 
and tracks. Looking at that guide and seeing all those names I can tell how many builders and 
real estates have made New York train stations and buildings. It was published in 1913 so 
probably all the real estates and builders are death by now but their names are saved forever as 
building up New York City. I couldn’t find the name that gathered all the information that’s in 
this guide but I am sure who ever did this. The person was really into building.  
 
Source: 
Title of the guide: Real estate record and builders' guide. Metropolitan edition 
Publisher: New York: Real Estate Record and Builders' Guide 
Publication Date: 1913- 
Description: v.: ill. ; 34 cm. 
Also available online on NYU library: 
https://library.nyu.edu/persistent/lcn/nyu_aleph000709816? Institution=NYU&persistent 
 
 



 

The second 
thing that grab my attention was the book I actually read for my assignment for this class was 
“Grand Central Terminal: Railroads, Engineering, and Architecture in New York City “it is 
detailed book about how the grand central was build. The book contains four chapters, From 
Commodore's Grand Central to Engineer’s Grand Central to Architect’s Grand Central and lastly 
The New York’s Grand Central. Each chapter tells you specific details about how Grand Central 
transforms New York City in the way it is now.it was published in 2001 its not an old book so I 
don’t know this is in NY historical society maybe the history of Grand Central are very detailed 
and good in this book that’s why they put it there. By reading this I could say, the author of this 
book love Grand Central that’s why he gathered all little detail about Grand Central.   
 
 
Source:  
Author/Creator: Kurt C. Schlichting  
Publisher: Baltimore, Md. Johns Hopkins University press 
Publication Date: 2001  

Also Available in NYU library: https://library.nyu.edu/persistent/lcn/dedupmrg18983263? 
Institution=NYU&persistent 

 

 

 
 
 


